What is the God Matrix?
The God Matrix is a name used to describe the 9 digit mathematical cube design pattern consisting of the 3 independent
rows of numbers 369, 639 and 999. These numbers represent the musical frequencies in Hz of both Spirit/Man and their
unity or completion. The 3 digit statistical variables move horizontally and vertically as one and the frequency of 639 Hz
or the note Fa meaning the Family of God and Man, form a definitive cross right through the center of the matrix cube.
The God Matrix is a key to unlocking the coded single digit mathematics of Pythagoras who discovered the numerical
ratios of intervals in the musical scale. Pythagoras also believed in metempsychosis, that the soul was imprisoned in
the body, and that elements of numbers were the elements of the world. Using the matrix math can help mankind
to restore the analog function of the brain by recalibrating the coexisting humanities and liberal arts back into our
"being". This will help to open our intuition or sixth sense, the doorway to our living soul thereby eliminating the
ravages we must witness as a result of the digital dementia that is now running rampant throughout our society.
The God Matrix math also proves that there is an energy that flows freely between Man, and another Spiritual
Entity, that exists in our universe. This vibrational power wave rotates, oscillates, and echoes to the sound of
the non-digital music,):ly way of a wireless electrical alternating current radiating within us and all around us.
This bidirectional exchange of consciousness is occurring through the infinite quality of integral numerology
derived from the numbers 3, 6 and 9. The integer 3 is representative of the 3 senses used by the Spirit just
as 6 indicates the 6 senses of Man. These 2 entities ground each other in the Completion of God and Man.
The God Matrix as a mathematical language must only be considered as pure Truth because the numbers
do not lie and cannot be misconstrued. In Christian writings dating back to the Old Testament the Greek
term Logos usually translated Word. For Greek philosophers, particularly the Stoics, the Logos came to
mean the rational principle that gave order to the Cosmos. Philo of Alexandria had written that Logos
was the mediating agent used in God's creation of the world. The Logos became distinct as the Word
of God, active in creation and the way that revelation comes to God's people. The God Matrix is the
"Word" therefore one can only conclude that the God Matrix is in fact beyond a doubt the "Logos" .
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